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Computing Scheme of 
Work 

Includes every area of the national 
curriculum for computing, with 

step-by-step lesson plans and all the 
resources you need to deliver your 

lessons. 

Download

Ofsted Deep Dive in 
Computing 

Our education specialists have 
created a ‘Deep Dive in Computing’ 

guide to support your computing 
inspection.  

Download 

Computing Toolkit 

Gives you all the tools you need to 
establish excellence in computing 

at your school.  

Download

Computing Assessment 
Tool

Assess without the stress with the 
computing assessment tool, giving 

you everything you need to precisely 
track pupil progress and analyse 
gaps in computing knowledge. 

Download

Science Toolkit
Contains a range of practical and 

useful documents which make 
planning, auditing and delivering 
the science curriculum simple and 

easy.

Download 

Start your 
FREE trialBringing the whole 

curriculum to life 
with Purple Mash
Purple Mash is an educational, creative, and inspiring tool that engages pupils in 
over 7,000 schools worldwide. It includes a collection of essential child friendly, 
ergonomically designed tools, games and activities. These resources are for children 
and teachers across core subjects and curriculum areas fully mapped to the English, 
Scottish, Welsh, and Northern Irish primary curriculums. 

•   Schemes of work for computing and spelling. 

•  Lesson plans, curriculum links and video tutorials across core   
 subjects and curriculum areas. 

•   Time saving tools, including: quick assignment of work via 2Dos; 
self- marking curriculum activities; ability to assign objectives 
and judgements to any piece of work; bespoke data reporting 
tool; curriculum maps and printable classroom resources.  

•   Created by experienced teachers and educationalists; perfectly 
aligned to your curriculum. 

•   A cloud-based resource which can be accessed anywhere and 
on any device. 

•   Fully certified CPD training session included with each annual 
subscription.

Supporting teachers and 
pupils with:

•   Increased staff confidence, promoting excellence in teaching and 
child outcomes.

•   Covering core curriculum subjects and loads more.

•   Reduced teacher workload.

•   Reduced costs on printing worksheets.

•   Teachers benefit from certified CPD, training, and support from 
our team. 

•   Easy whole school monitoring for subject leaders.

How your school will 
benefit:

2simple.com/purple-mash

Free resources for subscribers and non-subscribers
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•  Detailed lessons with easy-to-follow steps, supporting diagrams and videos. 

•  Striver's calendar function allows you to assign units to different classes and groups.

•  Simple one-touch assessment makes tracking progress quick and easy. 

•  Dedicated wellbeing units that aim to boost self-esteem and build resilience covering nutrition, sleep, personal 
care, mindfulness, yoga and teamwork & leadership.

•  Our ‘Skill Development Activities’ enable children of all abilities to experience a meaningful sense of skill 
development working towards their own personal goals. 

•  View Striver online or take advantage of our offline app to access lesson content and input data outside of Wi-Fi 
zones.

Sample Pack
This sample pack includes two 
full lessons, plus an overview 
of Striver that you can share 

with others in the school.

Download

Emotional Resilience Pack
Our emotional resilience workshop 
has been delivered to over 2,000 
children across the UK. This pack 
explains exactly how to run the 

workshop in your school and gives 
you links for any resources you’ll 

need.

Download

Start your 

FREE trialPE and wellbeing in 
one place with Striver
Striver is an app and website that houses a full PE scheme of work for years 1 to 
6, supported by dedicated wellbeing units. It’s the only platform that gives you 
access to PE and wellbeing in one place. We use clever tech to cut down on the time 
required for PPA, without cutting corners!

Key features:
•  Detailed lessons with easy to follow steps, supporting diagrams and images.

•  An integrated assessment system which provides quick entry of pupil data and easy to view data reporting functionality.

•  View Striver online or take advantage of our offline app to access lesson content and input data outside of Wi-Fi zones.

•  Striver’s calendar function allows PE Coordinators to easily organise PE across the whole school.

•  Dedicated wellbeing units that aim to boost self-esteem and build resilience covering nutrition, sleep, personal care, mindfulness, yoga and   

 teamwork & leadership.

•  In-built Personal Best (PB) tracker enables children of all abilities to experience a meaningful sense of progression.

2simple.com/striver

Free resources for subscribers and non-subscribers
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See the impact 
with Evidence Me 

Start your 
FREE trial

Sticker Templates

Fun reward stickers you can give 
out to learners that have achieved 

an objective. 

Download

Evidence Me is an app and websuite used in Early Years, KS1 and 
KS2 enabling teachers to capture learners’ experiences, monitor their 
development and create reports to show their progress. Our assessment 
and observation tool has helped over 15,000 educators wave goodbye 
to Post-It Notes, ring binders and scrapbooks to track learning.  

Key features:
•  Auto suggests objectives from the curriculum and   

 recommends next step objectives.

•  Take a photo and easily blur faces, perfect for sharing   

 images of individual learners with parents, and provides   

 greater security for other children in the photo.

•  Dedicated parent app that can be used two ways between  

 parents and teachers to share information in real time.

Free resources for subscribers and non-subscribers

•  Multiple report types to improve tracking and evidencing, 

  including Teach Next Report, Coverage Flightpath Report  

 and Individual Coverage Reports.  

•  Share observations on multiple devices within your school  

 setting. 

•  Fully redesigned app and websuite to improve usability,  

 accuracy and speed.

2simple.com/evidenceme
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Reading and Writing 
Flashcards

An EYFS flashcard pack that you 
can use to help little learners 

develop reading and writing skills.  

Download

Start your 

FREE trialMini Mash, the  
online space for  
little learners
An interactive virtual classroom where children as young as 2 
can explore, learn, and create in a safe space. It combines the 
Purple Mash early years favourites with brand new content 
and resources, making it the perfect platform for stimulating 
inquisitive minds and promoting digital literacy.

2simple.com/mini-mash

Learning areas:
There are 7 learning areas and 25 topic packs. In each, you’ll find a range of 
engaging content and tools that are perfect for individuals or group activities:

• Reading and writing

• Numbers and counting

• Music

• Drawing and painting

• Games

• Role play 

• Simple city  

• Teacher support

Tools and support
Mini Mash is really easy to use, making it the perfect platform for young 
children to navigate. It’s also simple for teachers as it works on a range of 
devices: laptops, desktops, and tablets.Save and share work easily with 
virtual trays which can be made visible to parents. 

Mini Mash is 
free with Purple 

Mash or can 
be purchased 
separately for 

nurseries, childcare 
providers and 

parents.

Free resources for subscribers and non-subscribers
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Spelling and Grammar 
Scheme of Work

A comprehensive programme 
supporting teachers in teaching the 

statutory words and focuses over the 
course of the academic year for years 

1 to 6.  

Download

English Leaders Toolkit
The toolkit aims to save you precious 
time and ultimately help you establish 

excellence in English within your 
school, with useful documents and 

guidance.  

Download

Start your 
FREE trial

Free resources for subscribers and non-subscribers

Read for pleasure  
with Serial Mash 

Serial Mash improves literacy by giving children stories they won’t want 
to put down and themed writing activities that transport them right 
to the heart of the action. All this is supported by extensive teacher 
resources, including online self-marking comprehension quizzes and 
printable spelling & grammar  worksheets.

•  Enjoy any book from the library on a tablet, computer, 
together on the smart screen or set it for home reading. 

•  Functionality to support a range of learners such as 
zoom, background colour, text size, font options and 
print. 

•  Save hundreds of pounds on replacing worn out and lost 
books each year.  

•  Illustrations and animations bring the story to life.

•  In-built definitions grow children’s vocabulary and 
confidence.

• 100 book library with 18 new books added each year.

•  Each chapter comes complete with a range of online 
and printable comprehension and spelling & grammar 
exercises for an integrated approach to reading and 
writing.

•  Ready-made writing activities. Get children practicing 
diverse forms of writing at the click of a button! Children 
can write a news report, compare characters, or dream 
up their version of the next chapter.

•  There is even an exciting 'Fire Bolt' series which gives 
less confident readers the chance to read for pleasure.

•  Themed books, perfect for supporting a current topic in 
the classroom. 

Key features:

2simple.com/serial-mash
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Free Lesson Plans
Lesson plans include Feeling Safe and 
Recognising Personal Warning Signs 

for Years 2, 4 and 6. 

Download

Start your 
FREE trialA Safeguarding 

and Wellbeing 
product

Key features:
• Dot Com or ‘Dot’ is a cartoon friend to children that talks to them in their own language and helps them learn how to speak up about 

issues which frighten or worry them

• Created with Essex Police and the National Police Chief Council Lead for Internet Intelligence and Investigations.

• Children can ask for a ‘Dot Minute’ if they’re feeling worried or afraid by something. Teachers can also request a ‘Dot Minute’ from a 
child. This keeps both pupil and teacher safe.

• Supports the new statutory Health and Education Regulations as well as being cited in DFE Online Safety Guidance as a tool to 
prevent online harm. 

2simple.com/dotcomdigital

Dot Com Digital educates children to help prevent them becoming victims of crime by exploring all threats including online 
grooming, knife crime and bullying. 

Dot Com Digital is an enhanced digital version of the Dot Com safeguarding programme which has been developed by children 
with the Essex Police, The National Police Chief Council, Internet Intelligence and Investigations and Safeguarding leads.

Access the 

FREE platform

Access the free version includes themes, such as; Feeling Safe, Recognising Personal Warning Signs, Grooming and County 
Lines. Schools can then upgrade to a paid licence once available. This will enable a school to fulfil a rich PSHE curriculum across 
all years. 

The free version:
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Coding that just fits

Inspection Coach is a simple yet powerful tool to help you 
prepare for school inspections in a fraction of the normal 
time. Our “Virtual Inspector” takes you right through the 
school self-evaluation process, making sure you haven’t 
missed anything and that you show your school in the best 
possible light.  

Self-evaluation for  
the new OFSTED 
Inspection Framework

Improvement Hub is an easy-to-use school improvement website 
helping schools become good and outstanding. It helps you 
manage any kind of improvement planning; whether you’re 
creating Whole School Development Plans, Improvement Plans, 
Actions Plans, Governing Body Action Plans or Subject Leader 
Plans.  

Improvement  
planning & progress 
analysis tool

Prepare your students for the digital world and help them 
develop their programming skills and computational 
thinking. Python In Pieces has been designed around the 
curriculum with step-by-step lessons and opportunities 
to test understanding with the free-code environment. Its 
intuitive environment enables easy translation between 
block and Python code.

Improvement Hub links seamlessly with Inspection Coach. Whilst you are in the act of self-eval-
uation, Improvement Hub will suggest improvement plan actions. These actions are specifically 
targeted to meet key elements of the new OFSTED Inspection Framework. 

Start your 

FREE trial

Start your 

FREE trial

Start your 

FREE trial
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